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REMEMBERING

for BOTH OF US
A Child Learns about Alzheimer’s
By Charlotte Wood
Illustrations by Dennis Auth

T

asha loves her grandfather, and she
knows that PaPa loves her. But lately,
PaPa has begun to forget things. He’s often
confused and upset. Sometimes, he doesn’t
even recognize his own family. How can
Tasha’s grandmother help her see that
while PaPa is changing, his love for Tasha
has not?
Hardcover and softcover,
Retail: Hardcover: $18.95 Softcover: $12.95
Available from amazon.com, bn.com, and from the
publisher at www.brandylanepublishers.com, or call
804.644.3090

WILDLIFE’S GREATEST
CONNECTION
A MOTHER AND HER YOUNG
By KEN CONGER

T

hroughout his life, award-winning wildlife
photographer Ken Conger has visited
dozens of national parks and wildlife refuges,
documenting the candid behaviors of wildlife in
their natural habitats. Over the course of his long
career in wildlife protection and conservation, he’s
witnessed thousands of interactions between animals
of all species—but no type of interaction has been as
memorable as that which occurs between mothers
and their offspring. Now, he invites you to share in
the experience of these fascinating moments from
behind his camera lens.

Conveniently located in the heart of the
neighborhood at 417 6th Street in beautiful
downtown West Point
Open 6 days a week
Mon.– Fri. 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Sat.10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
For more information call 804.843.DOCK
Check us out on facebook

Retail: Hardcover 12 x 9" - $29.95
Available from amazon.com, bn.com, and from the
publisher at www.brandylanepublishers.com,
or call 804.644.3090
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EDITOR’S JOURNAL
The Overbooked Country Inn

O

n occasion I find myself saying or thinking—I believe I just had a senior moment. Proper
nouns like actors’ names, movie and book titles or a recent conversation are playing hide
and seek, and they're hiding in a 100-room hotel. That name or movie title could be in
any one of the rooms, or even in the basement. For example, last week my wife and I ran
into an acquaintance who I've known for years, and her name was right on the tip of my tongue. As I
stood there pretending to pay attention to what she was saying, I was desperately trying to find the right
door, and in this particular hallway there were dozens of doors, and they all had the same word written
on them: FORGOT. When I have painful moments like this, it reminds me of my mother’s descent into
Alzheimer's disease. She began to forget simple things, searching frantically for an elusive word that was
right on the tip of her tongue. Most of the time she didn’t find it, so it wasn’t long before she quit trying.
Getting older brings with it a host of new surprises and even shocks, and I know that for many people
memory loss is one of them, but in my case I think it's content overload—that is, I think I have too many
new guests flooding into my overbooked country inn. Their names are Editorial Deadline, Thirty Emails,
Payroll, Invoice, Exercise, GetEnoughSleep, Appointment and Phone Call, and each one of them wants
to be first in the door. I appreciate that my wife gives me little reminders about conversations we’ve had
because, too often, I was likely rummaging around in one of those rooms and only heard half of what we
were saying.
All of my adult life, I’ve had a this unquenchable thirst to start new projects, and for the last two
decades, I’ve been running three businesses—a book publishing company, an online publication and this
magazine. Although this little publication certainly isn’t the Washington Post or Esquire, and publishing PL
every other month isn’t as overwhelming as a monthly, it’s the collective load of all those demanding guests
simultaneously knocking on my door that have prompted a change at Pleasant Living.
Starting this year, with this issue, PL is returning to its roots and becoming a quarterly. Instead of
six times a year, you’ll be seeing us four times—in the winter, spring, summer and fall. We’ll continue to
bring you the same nostalgic-contemporary perspective, the interesting people, the history and culture of
Virginia’s River Country that you’ve come to expect from us over the last twenty-five years. Next time you
visit the Land of Pleasant Living, we think you’ll find that PL will be even better than before. That front
porch rocker will be even more comfortable and relaxing than it was the last time you were here.
See you this spring!

Editor/Publisher

READERS WRITE
We want to tell your stories. For our November/December issue,
tell us about your favorite holiday tradition . .
Email us at pleasantlivingmag@gmail.com, or mail your story to
PL READERS WRITE, 5 S. 1st St., Richmond, Virginia 23219. DEADLINE: October 20, 2015.
Pleasant Living Winter 2016
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CONTRIBUTORS
The Rev. Benjamin P. Campbell studied political science and political economy at Williams College
in Massachusetts, and studied theology as a Rhodes Scholar at the Queen’s College in Oxford. He was
ordained to the priesthood of the Episcopal Church in 1966. In 1987, he became pastoral director of
Richmond Hill, an ecumenical Christian community and retreat center on Church Hill in Richmond.
He and his wife Ann live in Richmond.
Nikki Clemons is a Brandylane Publishers intern, and recently graduated from Virginia Tech with a
B.A. in English. She currently lives in Williamsburg, Virginia.
Dan Gill owned and operated Something Different in downtown Urbanna, Virginia. In addition
to being a master of barbeque, he was a writer and food historian and contributed his unique food
commentary to PL for ten years. Dan passed away October 9, 2014.
David L. Justis, M.D., an avid photographer and emergency physician at Riverside Walter Reed
Hospital, has written articles for various medical journals, Time, QST and World Radio and the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. He lives in Wicomico, Virginia.
Ruby Lee Norris was a charter member of the Chesapeake Writer’s Club, an active member of the
Garden Club of the Middle Peninsula, and a longtime contributor to PL. She passed away in 2013.
Patricia Joyce Parsons is a member of the Virginia Federation of Garden Clubs, as well as several
writers’ circles, and is the author of Portrait of a Town: Cape Charles, 1940-1960, recently published
by PL Books. She and her husband, George, live in Richmond, Virginia, where they raised their five
children.
John "Sonny" Robinson was born in Calvert County, Maryland and grew up on Solomons Island. He
currently resides in Lake Ashton, a gated community in Lake Wales, Florida and summers at the Beth
Page Campground in Urbanna, Virginia.
Steve Scala has spent his entire life in Southern Maryland and the Northern Neck, where his family
roots go back to the 1600s. Along with his family, Steve spends much of his time on the waters, and in
the fields and woods of the lower Northern Neck.
Stephen Southall graduated from the University of Virginia with a Ph.D. in psychology and has taught
at Lynchburg College since 1974. He is past-president of the American Boxwood Society. When not
teaching or working with his English boxwood, he and his wife Diane enjoy traveling in their fifth wheel
RV with their black lab, River.
Jack Witt is a sculptor and writer. He is the creator of the Bill “Bojangles” Robinson monument in
Richmond, Virginia, and other pieces in private and public collections. He and his wife Judy are the coauthors of Goshen: Lessons from the River and Goshen Revisited, and other books, published by Brandylane
Publishers in Richmond. They live in Virginia Beach.

Flowering Fields Bed & Breakfast
"Where Southern Hospitality Begins"

Breakfast includes famous Crabcakes
Near Irvington, Kilmarnock & White Stone
232 Flowering Field - White Stone, VA 22578
RESERVATIONS: (804) 435-6238
floweringfieldsbandb@gmail.com
www.floweringfieldsbandb.com
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The Williamsburg Film Festival
Celebrates Its 20th Anniversary
By Nuala Galbari / Photos courtesy of the Williamsburg Film Festival

O

n March 9th, western film actors and
enthusiasts will once again meet, this year to
celebrate the Williamsburg Film Festival’s
20th Anniversary. When considering the
festival’s early roots, it’s a perfect example of how a few
citizens with a passion can ignite larger dreams. What
began as a group of friends meeting in a private home to
watch western films, has now become an annual festival
hosting stars of film and television and several hundred
fans from all over the country and abroad. The 20th
Anniversary will host many returning actors from past
festivals, along with notable musical entertainers—an
extravaganza of western film, poetry and song.
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

What is it about the western film genre that still
captures our hearts? I grew up in Ireland with early black
and white television, and American westerns were among
the first programs I watched at the age of about seven years.
Although by the early 1960s, westerns were on the decline
and general culture was no longer favoring singing cowboys,
there were still many good programs to be seen, and we
would group around the television for Bonanza, Wagon
Train, and Rawhide, to mention a few of my favorites.
Westerns were uniquely American and always seemed to
speak to my heart and spirit, spinning tales of wide open
places, where life could be tough, but where there was
always a gold lining to the story. Bad characters (who always
5

Ed Faulkner, McClintock

wore black hats), challenged the good
characters in their light or whitecolored clothing. The stories had their
moral centers, and focused around
the themes of honor, protection of
personal property, law enforcement,
family and even cowardice. In today’s
films, characters are often multidimensional, but in the old western
lore, they were clearly defined—
they were either good or bad. There
was continuity in the long-running
television programs and one looked
forward to seeing favorite characters
each week; westerns provided all the
drama—the high points, reversals,
moral lessons, humor and family
divisions—yet always seemed to send
you away feeling satisfied. They
fostered our love for adventure, and
did I mention horses?
In spring, 1959, at the tender age
of six, I came down to breakfast one
morning and informed my mother
that I was ‘going west’. “How far
west is that?” she inquired. “Are we
talking about Donegal?” It was a
sad day for me and I had to accept
that it wouldn’t happen—at least not
6				

Roberta Shore & Ronald Reagan

then. My father decided that perhaps
meeting some horses would help in
the meantime, so he carted me off to
the local riding school and thus began
a lifelong love of horses. I now have
three equine companions, and it’s all
due to the influence of the westerns.
Well, you can meet the good, the
bad, and the highly entertaining, at
the Williamsburg Film Festival, to be
held March 9th through the 12th at the
Holiday Inn Patriot Convention Center
in Williamsburg. Stars arrive on the
9th, and will present in interview suites
throughout the festival, culminating in
the Saturday Night Dinner Show with
awards and musical entertainment.
This year, the festival management
has invited many of the stars to return
for the special anniversary celebration.
The festival cast will include Roberta
Shore (The Virginian), Don Collier
(High Chaparral), Audrey Dalton (The
Big Valley), Ed Faulkner (McClintock),
Rosemary Forsyth (Shenandoah),
Robert Fuller (Wagon Train), Will
Hutchins (Sugarfoot), Burton Gilliam
(Blazing Saddles), Terry Moore
(Rawhide), and Jacqueline Scott (How

Audrey Daulton, The Big Valley

The West Was Won). Seasoned western
entertainers will include awardwinning western composer and singer,
Belinda Gail, the multi-talented and
award winning R.W. Hampton, and
gifted cowboy poet and musician,
Larry Maurice, along with Mike
Davanzo, The Virginia Rounders and
Russell Williford.
Fans of science fiction also gather
for their reunion at the festival, and
members of The Solar Guard Academy
will be present for the festival duration.
During the four-day festival, guests
can enjoy guest star presentations,
where tales of Hollywood abound,
including numerous western films
presented in two film suites in 16mm
or DVD, an extensive memorabilia
room with everything western and
many other collectibles, gifts, posters
and photographs, along with western
gear, classic timepieces, jewelry and
books. The atmosphere is relaxed, fun
and slow-paced and guests have the
opportunity to meet and chat with the
stars, take photographs and purchase
autographed books.
Festival tickets go on sale on
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

Don Collier in High Chaperral

Bob Fuller, Wagon Train

Wednesday, March 9, 2016 at 1:00
pm at the Holiday Inn Patriot
Hotel and Conference Center, 3032
Richmond Road, Williamsburg, VA.
Tel. 757-565-2600 or 800-446-6001.
Festival details will also be announced
at WYDaily.com and on radio stations,
BACH 107.9 FM, and The Tide 92.3
FM. Admission is inclusive of all
festival activities with the exception
of the Saturday Night Dinner Show,
which will require a separate ticket.
For more information, visit www.
williamsburgfilmfestival.org,
call
Larry Floyd at 757.482.2490 or email
info@williamsburgfilmfestival.org.
Come along to the Williamsburg
Film Festival in March, and relive the
exciting days of the Old West, meet
new friends, gather stories, talk with
the stars of film, television and theatre
and enjoy the ambiance of this funfilled, four-day festival. Bring the
family and we’ll see you there. pl

Pleasant Living Winter 2016
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The Conquest of Tsenacomoco
1607–1644

(from chapter 2, Richmond’s Unhealed History (2011, Brandylane Publishers, Inc.)

By Benjamin Campbell

Beginning the invasion

W

hen Christopher Newport, John
Smith, and their company returned
to Jamestown on May 26, 1607 after
their initial exploration to the falls of the
James, they found that the fort had just
barely survived an attack by about 200
Indians. Thus began what would be a
bloody but intermittent struggle between
a coalition of as many as thirty Indian
tribes in Tidewater Virginia under the
leadership of Powhatan, a Pamunkey
chief, and colonists sent by the company
chartered by King James I of England.
The early years featured repeated violent
encounters, marked by decisive battles in
1622 and 1644. European settlements,
protected by military firepower, expanded
steadily up the James River to the falls, and
up the other tidal rivers, without treaty or
permission from the incumbent occupants.
By mid-century, most of the native people
had been exterminated or expelled from
Tsenacomoco by Virginia soldiers and
settlers. English sponsors, both royal and
corporate, drove the expansion of the
settlement unilaterally, even as settlers and
their governor went through rituals of
conference and negotiation with the native
inhabitants.
The language of the English
adventurers in Virginia did not reflect a
consciousness that they were invading
the New World. The settlers believed that
they, in the name of King James, were
entitled to the land of Tsenacomoco,
8				

which they called Virginia. They
considered the inhabitants of the land
to be pagan savages. These inhabitants
might be dangerous or helpful to them;
they might be the beneficiaries of English
Christianity and civilization; but they
were not ever considered to have title to
the land or to be persons of substance
deserving respect.
Christopher Newport and John
Smith did, in their initial dealings with
the native people, act as if they respected
Powhatan’s preeminence in the land. At
one point, they presented a crown to
him on behalf of King James. A beautiful
deerskin mantle in the Ashmolean
Museum in Oxford, England is thought
to have been a gift from Powhatan to
Captain Christopher Newport. Although
the parties may have had different
intentions in these diplomacies, they were
significant both to an Indian culture for
whom protocol was important and to
an English culture that respected formal
rituals.
Even though the English did not
consider themselves to be invaders,
the initial Jamestown settlement was
immediately fortified, and the leaders of
the settlement assumed the likelihood
of conflict. The English understood the
conflict as the behavior one might expect
from “savages”—the inconvenience of a
wild and uncivilized land and people—
rather than what naturally happens
when an alien nation invades a people’s
homeland.

On January 2, 1608, about 120 new
settlers arrived at Jamestown to join the
forty or so who remained alive from the
144 that had arrived seven months earlier.
In the first three years, a high percentage
of the English immigrants and soldiers
who reached the colony lost their lives—
perhaps as many as ninety percent. Many
were killed by native people. Many others
were killed by disease, starvation, and
various accidents. Some went voluntarily
to live with the Indians or were captured.
The propaganda in England did not
disclose the dangers of the settlement.
A settlement at the falls
On August 11, 1609, two years
after the founding of Jamestown, seven
ships sailed up the James with 500 new
settlers. The party was absent one of its
ships, the Sea Venture, and 150 colonists
who, with Captain Christopher Newport
and the new governor of the colony, Sir
Thomas Gates, had been shipwrecked on
Bermuda during a hurricane.
The fleet brought instructions from
the Virginia Company of London to
move the headquarters of the colony
upriver from Jamestown to a place more
easily defended both from the Indians
and, presumably, from the Spanish.
Captain Francis West was sent with
120 men and six months’ provisions to
establish a new settlement near the falls.
West and his men built a fort, but
it was a disaster. Men who left the fort
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

were in danger; some never returned.
The soldiers seemed to think their food
supply should be acquired by looting
the fields of the native people. The falls
lay in territory governed by Parahunt,
Powhatan’s son. What had begun as a
peaceful relationship between Parahunt’s
people and the English adventurers had
clearly broken down. John Smith, who
was president of the colony, came up to
the falls to reestablish order. He found
that the fort had been established on lowlying land, where it would be subject to
flooding. He found several Indians kept
as hostages in the fort.
West had been absent when Smith
arrived, but when he returned, he and
Smith argued heatedly. Smith then
attempted to negotiate for the town the
Indians had built on one of the hills
near the falls. The town had two or three
hundred acres of defensible, arable land
around it. Smith offered to occupy the
town and protect the Powhatans against
their enemies the Monacans, who lived
above the falls. He offered copper and
an English boy named Henry Spelman,
who had just arrived in Virginia from
England several weeks earlier. In return
he asked for an annual tribute to King
James, a request that the chief summarily
rejected. The town he purchased was
called “Powhatan,” and it was reputed to
be the hometown of the paramount chief.
Smith described it in his later writings as a
savage fort readily built and
prettily fortified with poles and
barks of trees, sufficient to have
defended them from all the
savages in Virginia -- dry houses
for lodgings, and near two
hundred acres of ground ready
to be planted; and no place we
knew so strong, so pleasant and
delightful in Virginia, for which
we called it “Nonesuch.”1
Smith embarked on a boat to return
downriver to Jamestown, but as he
was sleeping in the boat he was badly
injured by an explosion of gunpowder.
He jumped into the water to put out the
fire and was fished out of the river by the
sailors. Tradition has held that it was an
accident, but at least one reliable scholar
is convinced that West’s men tried to kill
Smith. In any case, he was so badly injured
that, on September 10, soon after he had
arrived back at Jamestown, he boarded a
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

John Smith’s 1612 Map of Virginia. The falls and “Powhatan” village near present-day
Richmond are in the upper left quadrant.

ship for England to recuperate from his
injuries. The colonists had forfeited their
first chance to establish a town near the falls
of the James, but Smith had nevertheless
handed Henry Spelman over to Parahunt.
Spelman, who lived with Powhatan’s
people for two years, later recounted this
initial exchange.
From Cape Henry we sailed
up the River Powàhtan, and within
4 or 5 days arrived at James town,
where we were joyfully welcomed
by our countrymen, being at that
time about 80 persons under the
government of Captain Smith,
the president. Having here
unladed our goods, and bestowed
some … fortnight in viewing
of the country, I was carried by
Captain Smith, our president, to
the Falls, to the Little Powhatan
[Parahunt] where, unknown to
me, he sold me to him for a town
called Powhatan. And leaving me
with him, the Little Powhatann,
he made known to Captain
Weste how he had bought a town
for them to dwell in, desiring that
Captain Weste would come and
settle himself there. But Captain
Weste, having bestowed cost to
begin a town in another place,
misliked it…. 2

Hill. There, at the beginning of the
eighteenth century, stood a large estate
called “Powhatan Seat,” with a stone before
its entrance once thought to have marked
Powhatan’s grave.3 Another possible location
is the present site of St. John’s Church on
Church Hill, which William Byrd referred
to in 1741 as “Indiantown.” But current
archeological speculation centers on the
site of “Tree Hill Farm,” just to the east
of Richmond in Henrico County, as the
“Nonesuch Place” that Smith admired. His
Map of Virginia, published in London in
1612, shows “Powhatan,” the village at the
falls, as its most prominent feature.
(Endnotes)
1 John Smith, “The General History,”
III:12, in Haile, ed., Jamestown Narratives
332.
2
Henry Spelman, “Relation of
Virginia, 1609,” in Haile, ed., Jamestown
Narratives 482. Ivor Noël Hume, [The
Virginia Adventure (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1994), 246] says “there were
still close to two hundred” Englishmen
at Jamestown and scattered among
“friendly” native villages.
3 The stone was moved and now stands
overlooking the river in Chimborazo
Park, in east Richmond. pl

Local Richmond tradition has placed
Powhatan’s village on present-day Fulton
9
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3rd Annual RE Strong Run Benefitting
VCU Massey Cancer Center Set for
April 16, 2016
Registration now open for fun run, 10K and 5K run along Urbanna, Virginia’s
historic Rappahannock River and Chesapeake Bay waterfront

T

he 3rd annual RE Strong Run takes place again
this year on Saturday, April 16 at Historic Hewick
Plantation located in the beautiful waterfront
community of Urbanna, Virginia. Event organizers
invite the community to join in the festivities at the postrace celebration and to participate in the fun run, 5k and
10k races.
The event had its start three years ago on a blustery
and frigid January day. Over 300 friends and family of
Urbanna resident, Ruth Ellen Hurley, gathered to walk and
run in her honor and raise funds for cancer research. Ruth
Ellen had been battling breast cancer for several years and
was in the final days of her brave fight.
Since Ruth Ellen’s passing her friends and family have
continued to gather and organize the annual RE Strong
Run & Celebration. The event has risen over $80,000 to
date for cancer research, and this year’s festival will again
benefit the life-saving and cutting-edge research taking
place at VCU Massey Cancer Center in Richmond. Ruth
Ellen received much of her treatment at the cancer center
and their research is used in cancer fighting treatments
10				

across the state of Virginia and the nation.
The RE Strong Run focuses on celebrating the life of
Ruth Ellen Hurley and all those who have bravely battled
cancer. Cancer survivors will receive pink hats to wear
during the race, and other participants can purchase signs
in memory or in honor of those affected by cancer. The
event brings together the community in a celebration of
life and as a fundraiser for cancer research.
Everyone is invited to join in the fun run, 5k and 10k
race events the morning of April 16. Runners, walkers,
children or those who just want to cheer on the participants
are welcome to take part in the fun!
The course is one of the best and most beautiful found
anywhere. Race participants begin at Historic Hewick
Plantation, then head into the charming town of Urbanna,
lined with boutique shops, excellent restaurants and
steeped in history. Runners make their way to the Urbanna
town marina for expansive views of Urbanna Creek and the
Rappahannock River. The crowd then heads down Cross
Street through a lovely waterfront community with more
amazing water views. As the course turns back toward
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

Hewick Plantation those runners
participating in the 10k will get a
special treat. The race route rounds
one of the most spectacular homes in
the area and brings runners just steps
from the Rappahannock River. Each
course finishes with a spirited sprint
down the ancient oak-lined driveway
and finishes in front of Hewick
Plantation.
Following the races the party really
gets started! Runners and walkers will
enjoy a variety of post-race food and
be awarded participant medals. After
the race guests will enjoy live music,
local cuisine, an awards ceremony
and fine beverages inside the event
tent. A variety of vendors will offer up
fabulous food, merchandise and more.
Plus, there is something for
everyone! Families participating with
young runners can take part in the
Kids Run, featuring a short course
around Hewick Plantation’s property.
After the race, kids will enjoy medals,
special treats, fun activities and crafts
inside the Kid’s Zone tent. The event
will even offer childcare during the 5k
and 10k races for participants.
Many area and regional companies
are important supporters of the event
such as Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield,
Hudgins Holiday Chevrolet Cadillac,
Chesapeake Bank, Rappahannock
Concrete, and Consociate Media, just
to name a few.
In order to register for the
RE Strong Run event please visit
www.REStrongRun.com. The event
website also features information
about the event, times, course maps,
sponsorship packages and donations.
Make your plans to participate, and
with everyone’s support we can make
a difference in the fight against cancer.
_____________
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ORDERING INFORMATION
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bookseller. $15.95 plus shipping/handling.
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Finding Inspiration
in Obsession:
Philip Iovino and Papa’s Obsession

bsession was the main topic
of conversation when I sat
down with Philip Iovino,
author of Papa’s Obsession, a
novel just published by Richmond’s Belle
Isle Books. An outgoing, personable, and
enthusiastic person, Iovino brought his
wife and granddaughter to the interview.
All played crucial roles in exploring
the inspiration behind Papa’s Obsession,
understanding its themes, and getting to
know the writer behind the novel.
Raised in New Jersey but currently a
retired educator living in Tappahannock,
Iovino has taught all over Virginia,
including Newport News, Middlesex,
12				

By Nikki Clemons

Westmoreland, and Essex counties.
Despite being a published author and
long time educator, Iovino insists, “One
of my biggest problems is that I’m not
a writer, and I’ve never really taken
writing classes. But if you’re going to be
a superintendent of schools, you have
to do a lot of writing. You have to do
a lot of talking in front of people, and
you have to present well.”
While Papa’s Obsession was written
on the computer, Iovino has used
innovative ways to produce other
work. During our time together, he
was always ready with an entertaining
story or anecdote, and he has used his

garrulous nature to his advantage as a
writer. “My previous book I dictated to
myself and I typed it out on a computer.
Actually a lot of the time, those days I was
working. I would travel to Charlottesville
to go to a conference or a seminar and
I would dictate my story to myself on a
tape recorder and then transcribe it. But
this particular one I did mostly on the
computer without dictating.”
Papa’s Obsession is the kind of book
that keeps you wondering what’s going
to happen next. Almost reminiscent
of a soap opera wrought with tales of
cheating, pregnancy, and plot twists, it’s
a roller coaster ride of drama with vivid
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backdrops of America and Italy. The
novel revolves around Natalie and Ricky,
two young people who become involved
when Natalie unexpectedly gets pregnant.
Papa, the titular character, is thrown into
the mix and is driven by his desire for a
grandson. This obsession leads him to
trick Natalie into carrying the pregnancy
to term and ultimately directs the course
of the novel. Papa is a character best
defined by his obsessions. From buying
American goods whenever possible, to
talking about the inevitability of death,
to visiting every baseball stadium in
America, Papa’s obsessions are the driving
force behind the story.
A man of obsession himself, Iovino
found much of his inspiration for the
novel in his own life and his own interests.
“The story is about Ricky, who in essence
could be my own son. A lot of Ricky
is me,” Iovino says. “All of these things
mesh…Papa is based on myself and my
father. He [Papa] is an obsessive person,
and I’m an obsessive person.”
“A lot of things you read about in
that book are actually what I’ve done.”
Iovino included family vacations to Italy,
conversations with his wife, and a number
of Papa’s obsessions. “The trips to Italy,
the conversations Mama and Papa have…
those are our conversations,” Iovino says.
“They’re funny conversations. If you’ve
been married to someone for forty-three
years, you know, you get this repertoire
going.” Iovino and Papa share interests
in music, film, and baseball. Obsessions,
in the story and in real life, can serve as
motivations and as symbols of dedication.
An example in Iovino’s own life is in
reading the St. John’s curriculum, a fouryear reading curriculum from St. John’s
College in Annapolis, Maryland, covering
about 2,300 years of literary history. “I
started reading the St. John’s curriculum.
It’s totally literature-based, going back to
the Greeks. . . If I die before I finish,
that’ll be it. I’m in no hurry. Some people
just read excerpts, but I’ve been reading
the whole thing. It’s taken me thirty years
to get into my junior year,” Iovino said,
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laughing.
Despite similarities, however, Iovino
highlighted how much of the novel is
fictitious. “Papa’s methods…to trick this
young lady, that’s not me. Of course I
didn’t do that. So that’s all fiction, most
of it is fiction based on the truth.” The
more dramatic flair of Papa’s Obsession
could come from Iovino’s passion for
film. “I have been developing movies in
my mind and I write them down as a
book,” Iovino said. “I don’t write them
down as a screenplay. It’s just my love of
movies and my creativity. I think I’m a
very creative person. I’ve written songs,
I write lyrics, so I guess that’s it. My
creativity. That’s it.”
Film is how Iovino became interested
in writing, and his affinity for the visual
still serves as a strong motivator for him
as an author. “I have a million stories I
could make up. I’m like a Woody Allen
in that I have a million notes. I saw
the biography of Woody Allen. He has
a million ideas, you know…and he’s
seventy years old and has been doing
this since he was thirty. This is a very
talented and humorous man. And I
have those kinds of ideas. But can I get
them across in a book? I’m more visual,
I’m more thinking about movies in my
mind.”
During our conversation Iovino's
wife and granddaughter would interject
details and comments about his process,
inspiration, and personal life. When
talking about his writing process and
his writing habits, his wife chimed in.
“Every time he completes a book—
reading a book—he writes a little epistle
at the end of the book,” she said. “Just
of what’s going on in his life at the time.
Kind of like a diary.”
It’s this kind of story that highlights
how family oriented Iovino can be.
When asked if he went back and read the
notes he wrote in the backs of finished
books, he said, “I did for a while, but I
really do it for my family. So when I’m
not here, they can read it.”
Papa’s Obsession is a novel inherently

about family. It’s about finding a sense
of family in strangers, of family as a
support system, and family as a form of
immortality.
Papa fears the imminence of his
own death throughout the novel. But
Iovino’s work has immortalized his own
character, his father’s character, and his
own creative process in a novel focused
on obsessions and page-turning drama.
Iovino would like to write another novel
in the future. “I have about a thirty-page
children’s book…I really think it’s good,”
he says. Who knows? With Iovino’s
affinity for film and his flair for drama,
perhaps we may see a cinematic version
of Papa’s Obsession in theaters someday. pl

Adult Book, Fiction, $15.95
Paperback, 6 x 9”, 238 Pages
ISBN: 978-1-9399305-0-7
Distributors: Ingram and Belle Isle Books

To Order
Order direct from the publisher at www.
belleislebooks.com; 804.644.3090 or write
5 South First Street, Richmond, Virginia
23219. Also available at amazon.com and
bn.com. $15.95 plus shipping/handling.
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Dr. Boxwood Tells All
Winter Planting, Care, and Maintenance
Story and Photo by Stephen Southall

F

irst, I would like to thank my readers who have
contacted me with notes of appreciation and
questions and concerns about their plants. I
welcome all with comments or questions to
contact me.
Second, I would like to thank the garden
groups and organizations who have invited me to speak at
their meetings concerning the topic of boxwood. Being a
professor, I do love to talk, and there is no topic that I had
rather discuss than boxwood.
Possibilities for planting
This has indeed been a very strange winter thus far in
terms of temperatures. The warm weather gives us a great
opportunity to plant now instead of waiting for spring. The
earlier boxwood are in the ground prior to the heat of July and
14

August, the better and longer the root system has to develop to
cope with the stresses of the summer. Planting now during
early winter is possible as long as the ground is workable and we
are not in a prolonged frost or cold spell. Always remember to
do a soil test prior to planting to determine what fertilizer and/
or lime may be needed.
Preventing ice and snow damage to plants
Snow is often seen as detrimental to boxwood, but it can also
be very beneficial. During very cold and windy conditions, the
snow can actually insulate the plants and the ground, which
keeps the ground warmer than the outside air. This insulation
is also why it's important to mulch around the roots of plants
during the winter.
The denser the outer layer of leaves on plants, the more
susceptible the boxwood are to snow damage. Plants that
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have been thinned properly have
multiple small openings for the snow
to fall through the plant, as opposed to
collecting on top of the plant.
Snow and ice are very different. During
a typical snowfall, snow can periodically
be gently brushed from the limbs of
the plants with a broom, and the snow
will typically fall very readily from the
limbs and not cause them to bend down.
Certainly a dryer snow brushes off much
more readily than a wet snow.
Ice, on the other hand, is very different.
Ice attaches itself to the limbs and cannot
be brushed off, and it is very unwise to
try to knock it off. The limbs are very
brittle when cold and any attempt to
knock the ice off will probably result
in broken branches. However, ice
typically forms on the plant gradually
and therefore bends the limbs down
gradually, hopefully not breaking them.
Since the ice forms gradually, it is best to
allow it to melt off the limbs naturally,
which allows the limbs to slowly recover
their position. It is truly amazing how
plants can be splayed totally open by
snow and ice, but by spring, they look
beautiful and undamaged.
There are multiple ways to protect
plants from ice and snow. Wooden
frames are a very old technique used
to protect plants from snow falling or
sliding from the roof. There are other
alternatives to protect your boxwood.
The size of the plants is a major factor.
Plants smaller than 18 inches probably
do not need as much protection since
the snow will probably build up in and
around the plants and help support it
around the perimeter. The challenge
comes with larger plants.
Larger plants can be covered with
either burlap or plastic bags. The burlap
can be wrapped tightly around the plant
and then "pinned" with a nail much
like pinning a baby's diaper. This will
make the plant stiffer as a unit and not
allow the individual limbs to be pulled
down and apart. Another technique is
to cover a plant in a large plastic leaf bag.
This will allow the snow to more easily
slide off of the plastic as opposed to
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catching on the branches and bending
them down. These coverings should be
removed as soon as the snow has ceased.
Wrapping the plant tightly with twine
can be used before a heavy snow is
expected. Plants that are 30 inches and
larger are especially good candidates for
being wrapped. The wrapping stiffens
the plant considerably since all the
branches are pulled together and form
more of a large trunk instead of the
typical multi-stem boxwood structure.
It is this stiffening and strengthening
that helps prevent ice and snow damage.
To wrap a plant, take a piece of heavy
string or lightweight ropes (something
like the twine on hay bales is ideal) and
put a loop in the end. Using this loop,
form a "lasso" with the rope. Place this
lasso around the plant and begin to
pull it tighter as you walk around the
plant. The first band around the plant
will not catch all of the limbs but as you
continue to encircle the plant with the
rope, (making sure that you form your
circles at different heights), you will pick

up more branches. As you continue to
encircle the plant with bands at different
heights you will end up with a very
narrow plant but a very stiff plant. In
this state it will not be subject to the snow
spreading open the plant, breaking down
the branches and opening the plant up
in the middle. Do not leave the plant in
this state for long periods of time. It is
best to unwrap as soon as the immediate
danger of snow has passed. pl
For more detailed information on
various boxwood topics, visit www.
englishboxwoods.com. Please feel free
to contact me with questions about your
individual boxwood needs.
Stephen Southall, aka Dr. Boxwood
English Boxwoods of Virginia
3912 Faculty Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24501
southall@englishboxwoods.com

"Everyone likes to talk boxwood
some of the time, we like to
talk boxwood all of the time!"

Virginia's Premier Supplier of English Boxwood

Personal Service

Home Consultations

Sales and Delivery

Group Presentations

Stephen D. Southall

Sales by appointment only.

(434) 385-5312

southall@englishboxwoods.com

Check out our website: www.englishboxwoods.com
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A Weekend Saved
By John (Sonny) Robinson

A

watermen's boat is first and
foremost a workboat, and
for that reason they must
maintain it in the best condition
possible. Most all watermen are
self-employed, and their livelihood
depends on the reliability of their
equipment. No one encourages them
to rise from a comfortable bed before
daybreak and head out to spend a day
on the water, good weather or bad, for
an undetermined result at the end of
the day’s effort. Some days the fish just
aren't biting, the crabs are scarce or the
oysters are mostly empty shells.
My father, Ellis Robinson, was
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considered one of the best, if not
the best, at improvising repairs on
Solomon's Island boats. Workboats
always took priority over pleasure
boats. This work was not his primary
job, so he could pick and choose, and
he never turned down a waterman in
need. Located sixty miles from the
closest marine supply store, it was
never easy to obtain major replacement
parts in a timely manner. Getting
the replacement parts was just the
beginning; additional down time
was needed to make the repairs. In
the case of fishing parties, many trips
were booked weeks ahead, and with a

short season, missed bookings could
financially ruin a fishermen's budget.
A case in point occurred one
Saturday evening when my family's
phone rang during our dinnertime. It
was Captain Langley, a fishing party
captain fresh in from a day on the
bay. He had engine trouble. Captain
Langley's greatest concern was the fact
he was booked for a Sunday morning
and evening trip the next day. My
father and I arrived at his boat to find a
two-inch crack in the side of the engine
block, a fatal problem that would cause
the engine to overheat. Normally this
type of repair required a minimum of
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four days for delivery of a replacement
(short) block, so-called because the
attachments thereto were removed from
the damaged block and transferred to the
new one. This type of repair increased
downtime but saved money. My dad
studied the problem, gave thought to
the captain's situation, and proposed a
temporary fix. My dad sent me home to
a very cluttered garage, for a small fourinch square piece of sheet lead, a electric
drill and a tool and die kit.
A engine compartment on a fishing
boat is very tight, but dad managed to
fit. Sitting cross-legged, he carefully
fitted the lead patch over the crack and
drilled holes every one-inch around the
perimeter of the crack. He then coated
one side of the lead patch with Permatex,
a high temperature gasket material, and
bolted it in place.
It was after midnight when he
turned to the distraught captain and
told him that his fishing parties would
go out as scheduled later that day, but
he could not guarantee how long the
patch would hold. Captain Langley
completed the fishing season before
final repairs were made.
Once again, I had observed a
remarkable job well done and a captain's
livelihood maintained, thanks to my
dad’s ability to improvise. pl

THESHED
MAN, INC

Quality - Portable, Amish-Built
Backyard Sheds
Sizes 8 x 8’ to 14 x 30’
Delivery and set-up included
On Route 360
Office 804-769-1112 • Home 804-769-0359
7147 Richmond-Tappahannock Hwy,
Aylett, VA 23009
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WALDEN'S CONSTRUCTION
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With 20 years experience serving the Northern Neck and
Middle Peninsula, we help build dreams one home at a time.
Whether you desire a new home or renovations to a family farmhouse,
when quality counts, count on Walden's Construction.

559 Moores Creek Drive, Deltaville, Virginia 23043
804.776.9753
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Pea Soup and the
Seafood Feast
By Anna Burger
Illustrations by Laura Craig

W
Children’s Book, $19.95
Hardcover, 8.5 x 8.5”
ISBN:978-1-9399304-6-0
Distributors: Ingram and Belle Isle Books

hen his mother tells him they’re having pea
soup for dinner, Jack wonders how he’ll
survive. Then he comes up with a plan: he’ll catch
his own seafood feast instead! Relying on skills
learned from his grandfather, the resourceful
boy embarks on a seaside adventure, casting for
fish, digging for clams, and setting traps for blue
crabs. In the process he learns that the only thing
better than a basket full of crabs or a bucket full of
clams is a heart full of appreciation for the natural
wonders of the bay.

“Anna Burger captures that sweet moment in life when we, like Jack,
recognize our kinship to other creatures.”
— Jackie Urbanovic, New York Times best-selling author of Duck Soup

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order direct from the publisher at www.belleislebooks.com/books, or call 804.644.3090.
Also available at amazon.com, bn.com and from your local bookseller. $19.95 plus shipping/handling.
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STRIPER TEA LEAVES AND THE WINTER DOLDRUMS
A Time to Ponder
Story and Photo by Steve Scala

W

ith another set of striped bass fishing seasons
behind us, the anticipation of future angling
is in a wintertime “forward look” mode. The
late summer 2015 Young of the Year (YOY)
surveys for Virginia and Maryland’s Tidal Chesapeake Bay
tributaries offers hope and promise for the resilient striper
fishery to continue its upward recovery. Over the past few
years, the statistics and field survey results of fisheries
biologists have waxed and waned but never forewarned
of a return to the pre-fisheries reproduction crash of the
late 1970s. When compared to the data gathered since
1967, Virginia’s 2015 YOY numbers are statistically above
the average compiled since that time. With a cautious
and calculated approach, management of the striped bass
biomass can continue its reputation as being a fishery
success story. That is, as long as we don’t forget what was
in the rearview mirror forty years ago.
In fact, the 2015 recreational striped bass seasons
and the angling experiences of those who pursued them
seemed to throw predictability and recent timelines to the
wind. Throughout much of the Chesapeake Bay, the postspawn trophy season was a success story. The start and
end times of the pulses of big stripers heading down the
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bay from their tributary spawning reaches were almost as
they were over forty-five years ago before the striped bass
fishery was in danger of collapse. The age-old fabled saying
to watch for the dogwoods to bloom came into play once
again for the spring striper spawn, and by early May, much
of the big striped bass activity in the Middle Chesapeake
Bay was at an end. As Virginia’s late spring-early summer
striped bass slot season ended, much of Maryland’s
Chesapeake Bay was beset with a flurry of foraging sublegal stripers. The number of potential throwbacks was on
the increase due to the change in minimum size from 18 to
20 inches. By the time Virginia’s 2015 fall season began on
October 4, the Commonwealth’s Chesapeake Bay waters
had their fair share of sub-legal stripers as well. By late
November and inter mid-December, the big stripers had
returned from Northern New England waters to forage on
menhaden in Virginia Chesapeake Bay waters. In that view,
the 2015 striped bass seasons seemed predictable and
somewhat on target.
As with any point of view, there is always an opposing
one. Depending on where they were fishing, there may have
been just as many anglers who didn’t share in the prolific
summertime catch and release action of striped bass as
Pleasant Living Winter 2016

those who did. There were some areas
in the Chesapeake and its tributaries
where the striper schools didn’t seem
to be. In some of these scenarios, there
was a common equation; no baitfish, no
stripers. When the baitfish showed up,
so did the stripers. During the summer
months, they were joined by bluefish,
red drum and Spanish mackerel. That’s
easy enough to understand.
So as you get the fishing gear and
boat in order for that first trolling day
in April or May, take note of the signs
of winter and freshnet runoff from the
Chesapeake Bay’s many tributaries.
Ambient temperatures throughout the
Chesapeake Bay watershed can also
play an equal part in when the spring
spawning runs begin and end. As for
the late spring-early summer season
that Virginia Chesapeake Bay waters
enjoy, the winter doldrums are a time
to ponder and daydream as to how
many of those sub-legal stripers are
now 20-inches plus. pl
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Hurricane
By Patricia Joyce Parsons / Illustration by Hugh Harris

O

n Thursday, September 14,
1944, I was in Miss Lucile
Lattimer’s third-grade class.
Late in the morning, our teacher
was called out of the classroom. When she
returned, she very calmly addressed the
class.
“Children, there’s a hurricane coming.
It should be here soon. I want you to gather
up your books and go home for the rest
of the day. Go straight home. Do not stop
anywhere along the way. As for those of
you who live in the country, your parents
have been called and they are coming to
pick you up. Now, town students, don’t
forget—this is important—you must go
straight home!”
With a loud scraping of chairs and a
buzz of excited exclamations, we gathered
up our books. How thrilling to have this
interruption in our usual routine! Before
leaving the school building, I looked for
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Jane among the first-grade children, who,
with much excited chattering, were lining
up for dismissal.
Jane and I quickly walked the few
blocks home under a sky that had taken on
an unusual greyish-yellow appearance. The
air was still. The trees were still. The town
was quieter than usual—almost silent—
except for the insistent drone that insects
make during the tag ends of summer. To
me, their unremitting cacophony, like the
sound of a small drill whirring, intensified
the urgency of the message: “This is
important—you must go straight home!”
We hurried on.
When I opened the front door, the
familiar aroma of hot coffee from the
coffeepot that mother always kept warming
on the stove indicated that there had been
no disruption to the family’s daily routine.
We set our books on the table by the
entrance and headed down the hall to the

kitchen. The kitchen radio was turned on,
as it usually was during the day; but instead
of going about her chores while it played
in the background, mother stood in front of
it, as if she could see the Norfolk station
announcer advising listeners to prepare
for a massive storm. Our brother, Jerry,
unconcernedly pushed his toy truck across
the floor.
Mother had placed a hurricane lamp in
the center of the kitchen table and a pile of
candles on the kitchen counter. While she
was preparing our lunch of tomato soup
and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, the
leaves on the walnut tree outside the kitchen
window started to quiver uneasily. Then the
sky darkened, and the tree branches began
to sway. Suddenly the wind swept in. For
several hours, it roared around the house.
We heard the crack of tree limbs breaking
in the heavy gale.
The electricity failed. The radio fell
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silent. Heavy rain drummed on the metal
roof. I sat, drawing and coloring, at the
kitchen table. In spite of the violence that
swirled outside, I took comfort in knowing
that I was sheltered at home.
By suppertime, the wind had died
down, but it continued to rain. When it
started to get dark, Mother lit the kerosene
lamp. It threw a circle of light on the table
and cast strange shadows into the corners
of the room. Our father had not come
home for supper at the usual time, and
Mother was keeping his dinner warm in the
gas oven. After a while, when he did not
show up, she tried to call his office, but the
phone was dead. That night, we prepared
for bed by candlelight. Father still had not
appeared.
When she thought that we were asleep,
Mother took a flashlight and ran to the house
of our next-door neighbor, Nanny Bette
Kellam. Nanny Bette’s husband, although
well into his forties, had volunteered for
the Naval Reserve. He was called up from
time to time, and was presently at sea as a
radio operator on a battleship. Mother was
hoping that they might get some weather
news through the shortwave radio that Mr.
Kellam kept at home. No sooner had Nanny
Bette poured each of them a cup of tea than
they heard a frantic rapping at the front
door. When Mrs. Kellam opened the door,
there was little Jerry standing on the front
porch in his pajamas. He had awakened to
find Mother gone, had panicked, and ran
next door. Mother, abandoning any idea
of using the shortwave radio, took Jerry
home, changed him into dry pajamas, and
put him back to bed.
An oily smell from the kerosene
lamp still hung around the kitchen in the
morning, but the rain had stopped. We
rushed out onto the kitchen porch to view
the damage wrought by the hurricane.
Several huge poplar trees had toppled over
and were strewn across the front lawn of
our neighbors, the elderly Misses Bette,
Nette, and Lou Nottingham.
Later that morning, our exhausted
father, wearing his water-soaked hat and
jacket, appeared at the kitchen door. Even
though he was fifty-eight years old, he had
been working all night helping to restore the
systems that served the railroad and ferry
complex. It was imperative, during World
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War II, that the important transportation
link between the Eastern Shore and the
military installations of Hampton Roads
be kept intact. Father changed his clothes,
ate breakfast, and then was out of the door
for what would become several more days
and nights of emergency electrical repair
work in the harbors of Cape Charles and
Norfolk. He also had to be sure that the
signal system that served the railroad on
the Virginia end of the Delmarva Peninsula
was intact.
That afternoon, Mother put Jerry in
the stroller, and we all went out to view
the damage to the town, while carefully
avoiding the utility lines still lying on the
ground. Citizens were busily gathering
up the debris around their homes and
businesses. Others had volunteered to help
the authorities remove obstructions from
the roads and streets. Several of the people
we met were quick to inform us that part
of the school roof had been blown away.
They knew we children would be interested
in that news!

As usual after a heavy storm, we
headed for the beach to see what the rough
surf had deposited along the shore—maybe
a big turtle, some interesting driftwood,
or an old crate. To our amazement, a large
naval landing craft had washed up and was
embedded in the sand. Smaller vessels
were called in to try to dislodge it. Standing
among the spectators who lined the
boardwalk, we heard citizens exchanging
accounts of their hurricane experiences. To
the general amusement of the crowd, one
of the shopkeepers pointed out the irony
that a landing craft, which was specifically
designed to unload troops and vehicles
onto embattled shores, should find itself
stranded in the sand on the beach at Cape
Charles. pl
______________
This is an excerpt from Portrait of
a Town: Cape Charles, 1940 – 1960 by
Patricia Joyce Parsons. PL Books, 2015.

P

ortrait of a Town takes the reader
on a nostalgic, invigorating journey
through Cape Charles from a child’seye-view—from playing in a swamp,
to jumping off the railroad’s coal chute,
to fishing the barrier islands that line
Virginia’s oceanfront. In this collection of
vignettes, Patricia Parsons portrays life in
Cape Charles during World War II and
beyond, from the 1940s to the 1950s.

“In Portrait of a Town, Pat Parsons reflects with warm nostalgia on her experiences growing up
in a lovely and proud Victorian bayside village on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. Her delightful
portrayal of daily life during WWII, and of Cape Charles’s struggle to survive the changing
times, provide valuable insight into the history of the area.”
— John M. Barber, Fellow, American Society of Marine Artists
ORDERING INFORMATION
Order direct from the publisher at www.pleasantlivingmagazine.com/books, or call 804.644.3090.
Also available at amazon.com, bn.com and from your local bookseller. $15.95 plus shipping/handling.
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Reaching Virginia's River Country with out-of-the-ordinary, fresh, folksy,
intelligent profiles, commentary, book reviews, stories on history, culture,
nature, food, and the outdoors.
“There are many out there singing the praises of the new ‘high life’
on the Bay, the ultra-expensive yachts and houses. Your publication
speaks of something else—an experience that can’t be bought.”
—John Jones, Arlington, Virginia

Read us, and you'll see
Four quarterly issues: $24. Two years: $45
pleasantlivingmagazine.com or 804.644.3090
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The Gift of Time
written by
Missy Balusek

illustrated by
Natalia Elmore

I

n a world full of schedules and plans, life can seem to go by much
too fast. But as surely as Mother Nature moves from summer to
fall without worry or regret, you can live in the moment and make
the most of it if you try.

Children’s, 8.5 x 8.5”, $18.95
Hardcover, 28 Pages
ISBN: 978-1-9399306-1-3

The Gift of Time sends a positive, mindful message to young
readers, reminding them that every day is a treasure, that every life
is a special journey, and that with the gift of time and the courage
to be yourself in this moment, your dreams can take you anywhere!

To Order
Order direct from the publisher at www.belleislebooks.com; 804.644.3090 or write 5 South First Street, Richmond, Virginia
23219. Also available at amazon.com and bn.com. $18.95 plus shipping/handling.
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The Magic of Buttermilk
I'd rather just soak mine in buttermilk. . .

B

uttermilk does wonderful
things for food and for us: it
is a healthy, refreshing drink
that aids digestion and helps
keep our systems in balance. People who
are lactose intolerant can often drink
buttermilk because most of the lactose has
been converted to lactic acid by “friendly”
bacteria. A combination of acids, enzymes
and calcium tenderize and flavor meats,
poultry and seafood and are essential
in making good biscuits and hotcakes.
Buttermilk is used to create a classic
southern pie and it is even used for skin
care and cosmetics. Real buttermilk is also
the best way to cool off after eating hot
chili: capsaicin is fat-soluble, so water, tea,
beer or soft drinks only make spicy foods
seem hotter.
Originally, buttermilk was the low-fat
byproduct of churned butter. The handchurning process removes most, but not
all, of the butterfat and there were always a
few stray flecks of butter floating on top. It
could be sweet or sour depending upon the
kind of butter being made. Most country
folks used to let cream sour naturally before
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By Dan Gill
churning because the butter lasted longer,
but some made sweet-cream butter. Before
refrigeration, buttermilk and other dairy
products were kept in a springhouse or in
the well to keep cool. At 55°, it didn’t take
raw milk too long to turn. Country folks
always had fresh buttermilk on hand and
found lots of good uses for it. Practically all
buttermilk is now made from pasteurized
and cultured skim or low-fat milk or even
from powdered milk. Any yellow flecks
are added during processing. Yoder Dairies
makes theirs from whole milk and it is
smooth and rich tasting.
Southern cooks have long known that
chicken fries crisper and is more tender
and juicy if soaked in buttermilk before
cooking. Eastern and Mediterranean
cultures use buttermilk or yogurt to
improve the texture and flavor of goat and
mutton. Many hunters know that a simple
buttermilk brine does wonderful things
to venison and wild turkey as it mellows
strong, gamey flavors. It was long assumed
that the acids and enzymes in buttermilk
and yogurt tenderized meat. It is now
known that calcium in these dairy products

triggers “aging” enzymes within muscle and
connective tissues, which, in turn, degrades
certain proteins that hold bundles of muscle
fibers together. The meat industry is now
experimenting with genetic selection for
these enzymes, increasing dietary levels of
Vitamin D (involved in calcium absorption
and metabolism), electrically shocking
carcasses after slaughter, and injecting
meat with calcium chloride solutions. I
would rather just soak mine in buttermilk,
thank you very much.
I personally believe that brines are
the most effective and reliable method
of flavoring meat, poultry and seafood
at home. Acid and oil marinades remain
popular in spite of the fact that they simply
don’t work. Marinades do not penetrate,
thus they can flavor and tenderize only
the surface of meats. Strong acids, such
as vinegar and lemon juice, can actually
toughen muscle fibers. Enzymes in plants,
such as papaya and pineapple, often added
to marinades to tenderize, do too good a job
and can make the surface of meat mushy
without affecting the interior. Brines, on the
other hand, are salt based and can actually
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penetrate muscle tissue through osmosis,
taking dissolved flavor components and
tenderizers deep into tissues. Contrary to
popular belief, salt in brines adds water
to meat and aids in moisture retention
during cooking. I always add cane sugar,
brown sugar or molasses to my brines
and dry rubs. Sucrose reduces the salty
taste, helps retain moisture and improves
flavor. Buttermilk can replace part or all
of the water in a brine, depending upon
the characteristics of the meat. Mild meats,
such as turkey, chicken and lamb, benefit
from a mixture of 25% buttermilk, while
strong-flavored, tough or gamey meats
require higher levels—up to 100% for
goat and venison. Acid in buttermilk is not
strong enough to toughen muscle fibers.
Enzymes and calcium, with the osmotic
assistance of salt, can penetrate tissues
to flavor and tenderize even large cuts of
meat. At Something Different,”our Kicken’
Chicken is buttermilk brined, slathered
with prepared mustard (so that the baste
will adhere) and slowly cooked on the pit.
It is basted a couple of times toward the
end of the cooking time and then finished
off with a light dusting of our KA spice,
an assertive blend of (mostly) Caribbean
seasonings. The chicken is moist and the
flavors go all of the way through without
being too spicy.
Buttermilk is also the key to making
light, moist and tasty biscuits, hotcakes and
corn breads. Acids in buttermilk react with
baking soda to produce harmless bubbles
of CO2 gas for leavening. Proportions and
timing are fairly critical: acidity varies with
different buttermilks, but the rule of thumb
calls for one teaspoon of soda to neutralize
one cup of buttermilk. Too much soda results
in “off” flavors. The reaction rate decreases
over time and increases with temperature so
it is best to add the soda just before cooking
or keep the batter cold. Cornbread, in one
form or another, is the traditional and ideal
accompaniment to soups, barbecue and
seafood. Unfortunately, when made in sheet
pans and served during the day, cornbread
tends to dry out and become crumbly (in
the country, a popular bedtime snack was
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dry cornbread soaked in buttermilk).
Hushpuppies can be made to order fairly
quickly and are a popular alternative, but
they tend to mess up cooking oil and have
become somewhat of a cliché. To solve our
cornbread conundrum, we resurrected the
homely hoecake, so called because early
settlers cooked them on the blade of a hoe
over coals. Northerners call them “Johnny
cakes,” a corruption of “journey cakes,”
because they could be cooked ahead and
eaten on the trail. Simply a cornmeal batter
fried on a flat surface, hoecakes are good
hot or cold, plain or buttered, or with
syrup for breakfast. Our version contains
chopped onions and jalapenos and, of
course, buttermilk and soda. pl

cooking breakfast. Sometimes we had
salt herring that we had put down in early
spring, but usually Mother made her
fantastic buttermilk hotcakes. If Mozart
didn’t wake me up, the smell of country
ham frying in a cast iron skillet certainly
did. Mother was famous for her hotcakes
and took them seriously. Every once in a
while, we made the trip to an old waterpowered gristmill in Essex County to get
stone-ground white flour and some whole
wheat, seconds, or middlings (intermediate
byproducts of milling grain) for texture and
substance. She had a special ceramic bowl
and a special fork that she always used to
mix the batter:
Mother's Buttermilk Hotcakes

Recipes Using Buttermilk Magic
Basic All-Purpose Brine
Per gallon of liquid (water, buttermilk
or a combination) stir to dissolve:
1 cup of salt (preferably non-iodized
dairy, kosher, or pickling)
½ cup of sugar (I like molasses)
2 tablespoons of ground pepper (I use
freshly ground)
1 tablespoon each of granulated garlic
and granulated onion
Just about any other seasonings or
herbs can be added for flavor; I always
include a little allspice as homage to the
origins of barbecue. Ginger, rosemary
and red pepper are popular additions. Use
a non-reactive container such as plastic,
glass or stainless steel (resealable plastic
bags work great for small cuts). Cover
completely with brine and refrigerate for
about 12 hours. I don’t bother with rinsing
or soaking in fresh water before cooking.

2 cups of white or whole-wheat flour or
1 cup flour, plus 1 cup seconds, middlings,
corn meal or buckwheat.
Stir in 1 teaspoon of salt and 1 teaspoon
of baking soda.
Add 2 eggs and 1 tablespoon of bacon
grease and beat the eggs a little with a fork
Mix in buttermilk until the batter drips
from a spoon.
Heat a lightly oiled griddle until a
moistened fingertip sizzles when quickly
touched. A little salt sprinkled on the hot
griddle, and wiped off, supposedly keeps
the hotcakes from sticking. Mother also had
a special tablespoon to dip the batter and
pour five cakes at a time about four inches
in diameter. When the bubble holes from
escaping gas stopped closing completely
on the upper surface, she flipped the cakes
to cook the other side.
Sometimes, if the mood strikes and
I get to the store early enough on Sunday
morning, I will put on some good music
and mix up a batch or two of Mother’s
buttermilk hotcakes. pl

Helen’s Buttermilk Hotcakes
When I was coming along, Sunday
mornings were always a special time
at our house. First, Daddy put on some
classical music, then Mother started
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The Race

A

By Jack Witt

diminutive, blonde, and bespectacled
woman in her late sixties stepped up to
the starting line. She was wearing a blue
tee shirt and steel gray shorts. Her white
socks were pulled up to her calves and
rose out of an ordinary looking scuffed
up pair of walking shoes. Creasing her well-groomed hair
was the white visor whose brim was made of multi-colored
glitter encased in plastic.
My wife, Judy, and I had had dinner with her and her
husband the night before—old friends passing through
town on their way to a long weekend at a beach south of
us. Catching up during the meal, we learned that Tanya
(the diminutive blonde) would go to the Nationals as a
representative of our state with the possibility of being
chosen to represent the United States in the Senior Olympics
in the 1500-meter walk. We were thrilled and instantly
drawn in to their project.
We sat, suddenly switched into another dimension, one
beyond chit-chat and a few laughs, as we began to sense
the excitement and purpose in both of them as they told us
about the race. “We’ll go to the Nationals in Louisville if
she wins,” her husband said, “and if she wins there, she will
be in line to be chosen to be in the Senior Olympics,” he
said bursting with pride, “She’ll be representing the USA.!”
An official fired a gun to start the race, and Tanya bolted
ahead of the other contestants and immediately took the
lead. Her trim legs stretched out in alternate lengths that
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seemed too long for her small five-foot body. Her arms
drove back and forth in perfect timing with her legs, each
reaching out and back to the extreme forward and back, her
head and torso leaning forward at thirty degrees.
The race, called fast walk, was 1500 meters and
consisted of three and three quarters laps around an asphalt
track. The stakes for winning belied the small crowd. We
stood like sticks in a field or sat in a sparsely occupied set of
high school aluminum bleachers. “Come on Blue Thunder,”
said a man sitting a few seats down half under his breath.
I turned and saw his fists were clenched and his eyes were
welling up with tears and that he never took his eyes off of
the small walker now way ahead of the field. (“Wow!” I said
to myself, this guy’s a real fan!”) Blue Thunder meanwhile
was about to pass the stands where we sat and I got my first
good look at her. She was striding easily, rhythmically, arms
and legs perfectly coordinated in the smooth machine-like
grace of an internal combustion engine. Her legs were like
pistons and her arms like the rocker arm assembly as she
strode past us seemingly without effort.
My wife and I rose in unison with the man down a few
seats to applaud, and then, with our cupped hands becoming
make-shift megaphones, shouted encouragement as Tanya
quickly glided into the last turn of the first lap. Her lead
continued to expand, first to twenty yards, then to thirty as
she relentlessly gobbled up huge chunks of the track, her
focus never wavering in the long, powerful and ruthlessly
consistent strides.
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Her husband, Glen, stood with a
stopwatch to give her the split times
of each lap so she would know how
close she was to where she wanted to
be. A tall man, Glenn was a solitary
figure totally absorbed in the race.
Unemotionally, he watched every step
and every arm pump to detect any flaw
or lapse in concentration to pass on to
the “blue ball express” as she ended the
first lap.
“Perfect!” Glenn yelled. “2:58,”
and then, his own adrenalin beginning
to kick in, “Kick butt, sweetheart, rock
in stride, rock in stride,” he yelled to
the back of the diminishing figure of
the woman who had born his children,
been his companion for life after
having eloped with him against her
angry parents demands.
“Come on, Tanya,” my wife yelled.
She was on her feet totally caught up in
what was happening. “I don’t believe
what I’m seeing!” she said, and “How
can she do this?”, the thrill of the race
having raised her emotions to the point
she was almost running with her. Tanya
wavered not a bit through the second
lap, her concentration fierce now so
that even at her fast pace she seemed to
be going faster.
“5:58 after 2, Glenn yelled after
her as she swept up into the third lap.
“You’re right on target! Go! Go!”
The man down from us talked to her
continuously yelling through cupped
hands, “Come on, on, on! Focus, stride,
breathe! You’re pumped up! Now let it
flow!”
She rounded the turn for the third
time fifty yards ahead of her nearest
competitor as her fan followed her
turning his head as she went by. “Flow
Blue Thunder! You’ve gottum! Like
the wind!” He yelled over and over as
she leaned smoothly into the turn. This
guy must be her coach, I thought. If he
were cheering for me, I’d be half way
to the moon!”
“9:00 even,” Glenn yelled at what
had become a blue streak. “You’re
kickin butt! Focus, Focus!”
Where I stood in the stands, I could
hear his insistent yelling for all he was
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worth, trying to create an emotional
tail wind that would take her across the
finish line.
On our side of the track her own
cheering section raised the level of
encouragement. Tears were beginning
to well up in my eyes. Tears in my
eyes!! For crying out loud… literally!
“Go Tanya, you’re beautiful! I
screamed “Tanya, you are magnificent!”
Judy screamed. Blue Thunder’s
“coach” had tears streaming down his
face. He was so choked up he couldn’t
speak, his chest heaving with sobs as
his Blue Thunder glided evenly across
the finish line.
Tanya took three steps onto the
infield grass, fell to her knees and,
exhausted, rolled out her back gasping
for breath. Her husband, who had run
over to catch her time, waited for her
to recover. He spoke in low tones I
couldn’t hear, and as she started to
breath normally, he reached down and
taking both her hands, pulled Tanya to
her feet. A couple of deep breaths later,
she put her hands on her knees and
stayed there until she began to breathe
in a regular pattern.
“Terrific, effort sweetheart,” Glenn
said “11 minutes, 14 seconds. That’s 30
seconds better than your best," he said
as he smiled and gathered her small
frame into a great bear hug.
The “coach” was standing next to
them breaking all records himself for
bustin’ out with pride.
“Hello, Sis,” he said. “You really
outdid yourself today! You were like
a thunder storm rolling in over the
mountains,” as he hugged Tanya, his
twin sister. I had never met him before
today, but I knew I would never forget
him or the experience we had shared in
such a short time.
Then everybody was laughing and
hugging, and when I hugged Tanya I
realized she was barely damp.
That instant told it all. The months
of training and practice had produced
a trim superbly toned athlete who had
been primed and scheduled to the day
in order for her to release all of her 68
years into a passion burst of heart and

muscle that lasted 11 minutes and 14
seconds.
Then it was time to go. Other
contestants were being called to
the starting line. We lingered still
effervescent with congratulations
and basking in reflected glory. And
even though my contribution to this
remarkable feat had been all but nonexistent, I felt like I had won, too.
“Have a great time at the beach,”
I said, knowing first hand how much
they had earned it as we said goodbye
and walked to our respective cars.
As we drove away, Judy said, “I
can’t believe what we just saw.”
“I’m so glad we came,” I said
as we fell into silence and let our
thoughts relive Tanya’s extraordinary
achievement.
“Well, I guess we’re going to
Louisville,” I said. My wife looked
at me and said, “How could we stay
away?” pl

Impressions
Behind the Pink Ribbon
By Norma Woody

F

ollowing her diagnosis of an aggressive
form of metastatic breast cancer, Norma
Woody found herself the bearer of two seemingly
unendurable burdens: the knowledge that she
was dying, and the realization that too much of
the life she had left would be spent in solitude
and pain. Yet as the door to her physical life was
closing, a window to her inner life was flung open.
In her time spent alone wrestling with thoughts
and disappointments, Norma found solace in
writing, and was able to explore her creative mind
and unlock feelings long denied her.
Hardcover and softcover,
Retail: Hardcover: $23.95 Softcover: $15.00
Available from amazon.com, bn.com, and from
the publisher at www.belleislebooks.com, or call
804.644.3090
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THE PRINCESS RANCHER
By Kelly Gray Williams

K

elly Williams wasn’t born into ranching. Before she ever learned to ride a horse, her life was one of
globe-trotting and high comfort as a national food distributor. But when her marriage fell apart, it set

her off on a new path that would lead to open spaces, tangles of barbed wire, and the sweat, dust, and tears
of cattle ranching.
Through it all, the thing that remained constant was Kelly’s love for food, and her memoir serves as an
ode to the ages-old tradition of the men and women who toil from sun-up to sun-down to put beef on our
dinner tables. It’s a story of risk, reward, and reinvention that captures a disappearing, American way of life.

Memoir, 5.5 x 8.5”, $15.00
Paperback, 76 Pages
ISBN: 978-1-9399305-6-9

Belle Isle Books
www.belleislebooks
belleislebooks . com

Story by Graham Gardner • Illustrations by Nancy LeBlanc

H

ow can Finn turn an absolutely no-good, horribly bad day into one of the BEST
DAYS EVER? Is it really possible for Finn to become positively positive? After
one especially un-fun day, Finn’s clever mother lets him in on the best secret in the
world: Finn has the power to turn the worst day around, if he chooses to find fun in
everything he does!
11 x 8.5" | $17.95
ISBN: 978-1-9399304-1-5

Belle Isle Books
www.belleislebooks
belleislebooks . com
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Home Decorating Consultation
Furniture for any Decor
Floor Coverings
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Bedding
Home Accessories
Pool and Patio
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